
chocoMe Introduces New Chocolate Products and Adds Another Preserve Specialty for the Autumn

chocoMe promises an exuberant autumn as it introduces new flavours, chocolate specialties and a new 

preserve variety for September. The manufactory extends its portfolio of award-winning chocolate 

compositions with new flavours for the Petit 9 range, new chocolate bar specialties and a new variety of the 

highly popular chocoMe Jam product line, originally introduced in the spring.

The Petit line-up also adds brand new flavours. 

The Bite-sized Milk Chocolate Squares with 

Salted Pistachio Filling is the first chocoMe 

product to use the 38% milk chocolate from the 

French specialist Cacao Barry. chocoMe founder 

and chief chocolatier Gábor Mészáros finds this 

chocolate variety a perfect match for the soft 

pistachio filling, made even more exciting with a 

pinch of Maldon salt. 

Following up on the Petit Gin introduced in the 

spring as the original Petit 9 product, the most 

popular flavour of the Petit 21 line-up – Bite-sized 

Dark Chocolate Squares with Raspberry Infused 

Filling – now returns in this smaller 9-piece 

packaging, enchanting chocolate lovers with the 

combination of crispy chocolate and magically 

sensuous raspberry. 

Fans of traditional chocolate bars are in for a special treat this autumn, with two new nutty products entering 

the portfolio:

Dark chocolate bar: Pecan / Sicilian almonds / Piemonte hazelnuts

White chocolate bar: Pecan / bronte pistachio / Piemonte hazelnuts  

Those who prefer milk chocolate will not be disappointed, either. A personal favourite of Gabor’s will now be 

available for chocoMe customers. It is a superbly simple combination, but the exquisite quality of the three 

components and the perfectly balanced ratios make tasting the Milk chocolate bar with Maldon Salt and a 

double dose of Piemonte hazelnuts an unforgettable experience. 

Topping these off will be two nutty & fruity combinations which promise exclusive flavours from the 

combination of fine chocolate, nuts, fruits and berries.

Milk chocolate bar: Golden raisin / cranberries / Piemonte hazelnuts 

Milk chocolate bar: Cinnamon / peach / Piemonte hazelnuts

Again, the autumn of 2021 proves that, just as no day should go without indulging in the finest of sweet 

products, every season should begin with new chocoMe products, rich and colourful in flavour.

chocoMe is about more than just chocolate. Following 

the runaway success of our first preserve in Mango & 

Pineapple flavour that sold in several thousand bottles in 

just a few months, chocoMe now introduces a new variety 

in Raspberry & Yuzu flavour. chocoMe customers may 

already know this combination of lusciously sweet and 

refreshingly sour flavours from the assorted Fruité fruit 

jelly products. Incidentally, this combination is also one 

of the personal favourites of Gábor Mészáros. Hence the 

inspiration for the second member of the chocoMe Jam 

line-up, which promises to be a highly popular seasonal gift 

among connoisseurs. Fruit content: 72,2% 

The newest additions to the chocoMe product line-up will be available on the following link as of 30 August: 

https://chocome.hu/products/ujdonsagok
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